
    

 

REGULATION Argentina FICIP  

Eight INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL FILM FESTIVAL   

  

The Eight International Film of Political Cinema, will be held from 17 to 23 May of 2018 in the 

city of Buenos Aires and Avellaneda. Argentina. The Argentina FICiP aiming to identify and 

disseminate films devoted to political life, understanding that every story, event, fight, 

complaint or achievement are political events we are experiencing and are inserted in each 

community.  

Objective  

We intend  to encourage debate, exchange of views and discussion of the national and 
international political life, on topics relevant to the Political Film and its dimension.    

Grounds  

It is a mirror that shows the human struggle to live with   dignity, for the survival of species, 

the conditions of subjugation   and freedom.   

The struggle for rights, identity, the complicated   description of the unequal validity of 
social classes, the critics to  institutions that excert the power and struggle by an individual  or a 
group to report an unfair political order.   

The lack of planned information from the mainstream media,  redunds in unknown political 

processes of other people and we  can see that reality only through the media clichés.   

We propose a bold film festival, a look that will broaden our  thought, nourish and identify us, 

making bridges between  different people, issues and cultures.  

  

SECTIONS  

Will participate in the festival feature Films, medium- length and shorts of a political point 
of view on society, wether in fiction (live or animation) or documentary.  

In relation to works from Argentine origin, the pre-selection jury will ensure the 
participation of works from different national regions, provided they comply with technical 
and artistic quality.   

  

Official Sections   

Official competition films devoted to political life, understanding that every story, event, 
fight, complaint or achievement are political events we are experiencing and are inserted 
in each community.  

  

“Official international competition Feature Films” , with features from any 
country of  the world with a running time over 60 minutes,    

“Official international competition Medium- length” with works of any country 
with a running time from 30 to 60 minutes,   

“Official International Section Shorts” , with films of any country of the world of 
until 30 minutes.  

  



    

 

 “Official National Feature Competition” ,  filmmaker 
features with more than 60 minutes duration can participate . 
Works directed by argentine citizens are able to participate as foreigners with more 
than two years of residency in the country.  

  

  

No Compettitives Sections  

Latin American Section, made of long features, medium and shorts, of latin american 

production.   

International Section, made of long features, medium and shorts, of international production.   

Homage Section with tribute to national or international filmmakers in the scope of political 

cinema and of a country.  

Film with post - screening debate Six submitted films will be selected for discussion with 

professionals and the general public .  

  

And other sections  

  

DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES  

The established final submission for entries deadline is March 6 of 2018. The Festival 
reserves the right to reveive subsequent works according to its relevance.   

  

HOW TO PARTICIPATE  

The submission is free for participation into the official competition  and open to films 
finished in 35 mm, 16 mm, HD or DV. All productions must have been finished by 
January 1st of 2015.  

All producers or filmmakers must own the Rights of submitted films to participate in any 
of the official competition sections , and will, in this case, be recognized as the only 
partners to negotiate all aspects related to the film participating in the festival having  
legal responsibility over the companies or people who have been involved in the 
production of the work.  

  

Works can be presented in its original language with spanish subtitles. In case of spanish 
speaking origin, its recommended to add english subtitles.  

  

When registered and selected, the work cannot be withdrawn from programming.  

  

Registration is done by sending two copy of the film in DVD or the download link 
along with the registration form duly completed before March 6 of 2018. The 
registration form, once signed, will become a sworn statement and shall conclude 
acknowledgment and acceptation of these rules.  

Admitted shipments will be those who are sealed and shipped by the download link or 
courier companies or similar dated prior to March 6 of 2018 and should include date of 



    

 

shipping, film title and name of director. These shipments must arrive 
within 7 days after the deadline date for entries  to the following 
address :   

  

Personal delivery and international courrier: Monday and Thursday from 11 to 18 hs  

Clara Isasmendi  - Clelia Isasmendi   

Argentina FICIP - Festival Internacional de Cine Político  

 Av. Gaona 1367                              

(1416) Ciudad de Buenos aires   

Argentina  

  

  

Shipping documents must be completed with the following caption: "Sample with no 
commercial value and cultural purposes only."  

  

Do not submit materials through DHL, the Festival will not be held responsible for 

postage sent through this private courier.    

With  the two DVD of the work or the download link with subtitles in Spanish  

The Festival will authomatically reject any shipment not containing the above requirements.  

SELECTION   

A preselection Jury, composed of media professinals and members of the Festival 
organizing team, will make a selection from all submitted entries. The decisions will be 
communicated to those selected by  April 20 of 2018. Preselection jury decisions will be 
final.  

  

The Organization will establish order and date of exhibition of each work, reserving the 
right to screen during the Festival dates at the headquarters/sub-offices as deemed 
appropriate, understanting that the authors or producers thereof, by participating, have 
granted permission for such projections.  

  

The screening copies of the selected Films must be submitted by  2 May, 2017 according 
to the instructions of the Festival. At the same time , the sender must send notice of the 
work submitted along with details of date and way of shipment.  

  

The participants authorize the  organization to use  excerpts from the works for broadcast 
on any media to promote the Festival. Furthermore, it may use photography of the works 
and  directors for the press and other media and for the preparation of the Festival 
Catalogue.  

  



    

 

JURY  

The Direction of the Festival will appoint the Official Jury members 
who will meet the following conditions:  

  

a.- The jury will consist of professionals from the audiovisual, artistic, political and 
sociocultural.  

b.- Shall not become part of  the jury those who have interests in the production and / or 
exploitation of the works submitted for competition.  

c.- Jury deliberations will be secret and decisions will be taken by simple majority. The 
Direction of the Festival attends the deliberations of the Jury but does not take part in the 
vote.  

d.- Jury members are firmly commited to not express their views on the works submitted 
for consideration before the official announcement of the prizes .  

  

AWARDS  

The jury will award the following prizes and  to declare a no winner:  

  

Official International Competition  

1st Prize  “ Best Feature”  

2nd Prize “ Best Feature”  

1st Prize “ Best Medium length Film”  

2nd Prize “ Best Medium length Film”  

1st  Prize “ Best Short Film “  

2nd Prize “ Best Short Film”  

  

Official National Competition  

1st Prize  “ Best Feature”  

2nd Prize “ Best Feature”  

Decisions of  the  Jury will be final. Prizes must be picked up by the producers of the works or 

person(s) that represent them.  

The producers of the works that have received a prize will agree to mention it in all advertising 

and future press material, respecting the exact wording of the jury’s decision and using the logo 

of the Festival, and will oblige themselves  to refer to the Festival the advertisement or informative 

material.   

   

SUBMISSION AND COPY DEVOLUTION  

The devolution cost of the copy for the pre-selection,  as the insurance thereof,  will be solely in 

charge of the participants until their arrival to the Festival venue. The Festival will not cover the 

cost of  forwarding the return of such materials.. Return must be specified by the participant.  

  

  



    

 

    

The cost of sending  the selected works will equally be charged to 

participants. The Festival organizers , in turn, will take insurance of the material from the moment 

they arrive to the the reception venue.  

  

REGULATION ACCEPTANCE  

All works received shall be part of the Festival’s video archive collection and safely kept for its 

maintenance and use. The participation in the Festival implies that all selected works are to be 

granted the rights to be screened for cultural purpose  in Argentina for the presentation in Festival 

exhibits without this being exlclusive of any transfer of rights over them.  

The participation in the International Political Film Festival implies the acceptance of all regulation 

clauses.  

In case of discrepancy about the interpretation of the same, the spanish text will be applied.  

  

DATA PROTECTION  

The submitted information, including photography related to the Festival is requested for the 

publications or diffusion through internet.  

Any possible conflict (on functioning or organization) not previewed in the present regulation will 

be solved by the Festival’s Direction.  

  

  


